
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

During the survey period, the Nebraska Supreme Court
handed down over fifty decisions directly involving issues in crimi-
nal procedure. This article will focus on three of the more signifi-
cant issues addressed by the court.

The first section of this article analyzes the court's decision in
State v. Hinchion.1 In this case, the court reviewed the sufficiency
of an .application and affidavit for an order to intercept oral commu-
nications based upon information obtained from an unidentified
informant. The supreme court affirmed the trial judge's order sup-
pressing the evidence derived from the wiretap. Its decision was
correctly decided and was supported by sound reasoning.

State v. Morgan,2 a case of first impression, is considered in
the second section of this article. The court upheld a condition of
probation requiring a narcotics offender to submit to a warrantless
search for narcotics at any time by his probation officer or any law
enforcement officer, with or without probable cause. The result in
the decision is correct, but the reasoning is questionable.

The third section analyzes the Nebraska Supreme Court's re-
view of those cases in which the death penalty has been imposed.
The cases in the survey period3 demonstrate that the Nebraska
Supreme Court has failed to accept its duty to review capital
sentences in the manner mandated by the legislature.

STATE v. HINCHION: INFORMANT'S ALLEGATION AS

PROBABLE CAUSE FOR WIRETAP

INTRODUCTION

In criminal investigations, it is common for law enforcement
authorities to rely upon information provided by informants as a
basis for investigating suspects.4 The type of informant from

1. 207 Neb. 478, 299 N.W.2d 748 (1980).
2. 206 Neb. 818, 295 N.W.2d 285 (1980).
3. State v. Harper, 208 Neb. 568, 304 N.W.2d 663 (1981); State v. Anderson, 207

Neb. 51, 296 N.W.2d 440 (1980). The death penalty imposed upon John Edward Rust
was also reviewed by the supreme court during the survey period. State v. Rust, 208
Neb. 320, 303 N.W.2d 490 (1981). This case, however, was before the court on appeal
from a petition for post conviction relief pursuant to NEB. REV. STAT.§§ 23-3001 to -
3004 (Reissue 1979). The original conviction and death sentence was imposed prior
to passage of L.B. 711, 1978 Neb. Laws 621 (codified as NEB. REV. STAT. §§ 29-2521.01
to -2521.04 (Reissue 1971)). Since the focus of this article concerns LB. 711, Rust
will be treated separately. See note 172 and accompanying text infra.

4. A respected scholar has suggested that without the use of informants, crim-
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which most legal problems arise is a person who is either a crimi-
nal himself or a close associate of the underworld.5

Although the practice has been criticized as "odious,"'6 infor-
mation supplied by an informant, and related under "oath or affir-
mation" to a magistrate may be constitutionally sufficient 7 to
support the magistrate's finding of probable cause 8 necessary for
an arrest warrant, search warrant,9 or wiretap order.'0 Whenever
the affidavit requesting such a warrant or wiretap order asserts
that probable cause exists based upon information supplied by an
absent informant, the magistrate must undertake the two-step

inal investigations-particularly narcotic investigations--could not operate. J.
SKOLNICK, JUSTICE WITHOUT TRIAL 120 (2d ed. 1975).

5. He is likely to be a person in the underworld or a person on its periph-
ery; in its confidence, or so much "a part of the scenery" to the criminal that
this person is in a particularly good position to know the story of criminal
business done, being transacted or proposed for the future; or at least he
gets significant bits of information which, when placed in context by the
investigator, will demonstrate an accurate picture of crime.

M. HARNEY & J. CROSS, THE INFORMER IN LAw ENFORCEMENT 40 (2d ed. 1968). Har-
ney and Cross articulate several factors which may motivate an informant to pro-
vide law enforcement officials with information concerning the criminal activities of
others: (1) fear; to avoid arrest or to bargain for reduction of charges; (2) revenge;
(3) elimination of competitors in a particular criminal activity; (4) a sense of impor-
tance in working with the police; (5) reward money; (6) repentance, with an honest
desire to reform; (7) eccentric personality. Id. at 41-59. It is thus apparent why alle-
gations from informants of the underworld class are to be received with caution.
See also W. LAFAVE, ARREST. THE DECISION To TAKE A SUSPECT INTO CUSTODY 268-
69 (1965).

6. Draper v. United States, 358 U.S. 307, 324 (1959) (Douglas J., dissenting).
7. See Aguilar v. Texas, 378 U.S. 108, 114 (1964).
8. "Probable cause" required by the fourth and fourteenth amendment to the

United States Constitution for an arrest or search and seizure is that quantum of
trustworthy information sufficient "to warrant a prudent man in believing that the
[accused] had committed or was committing an offense." Beck v. Ohio, 379 U.S. 89,
91 (1964). In practical application, probable cause is present when the possibilities
indicate the guilt of the accused; a prima facie showing is not required. Spinelli v.
United States, 393 U.S. 410, 419 (1969). More succinctly, "probable cause means
more probable than not." Livermore, The Draper-Spinelli Problem, 21 ARz L. REV.
945, 946 n.7 (1979). See generally 1 W. LAFAVE, SEARCH AND SEIZURE § 3.2 at 476-93
(1978).

9. The standards for measuring probable cause to arrest are identical to the
standards for measuring probable cause for search and seizure. See Giordenello v.
United States, 357 U.S. 480,485-86 (1958); Moylan, Hearsay and Probable Cause: An
Aguilar and Spinelli Primer, 25 MERCER L. REV. 741, 743 n.13 (1974) [hereinafter
cited as Moylan].

10. See NEB. REV. STAT. § 86-705(f) (3) (Reissue 1976) under which a district
court judge is authorized to issue a wiretap order upon a showing by the attorney
general or county attorney that, inter alia, there is probable cause for belief that the
accused has committed, is committing, or is about to commit a crime enumerated in
NEB. REV. STAT. § 86-703 (Reissue 1976), that there is probable cause to believe that
communications concerning such crime will be intercepted through the wiretap,
and that there is probable cause to believe that the communication facilities to be
tapped are leased to, listed in the name of, or commonly used by the accused. See
18 U.S.C. § 2518 (1976).

[Vol. 15
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analysis announced in Aguilar v. Texas." The magistrate must
look to (1) some of the underlying facts from which the informant
concluded that the accused was engaging in criminal activity and
(2) the underlying circumstances from which the afflant concluded
that the informant was "credible" or his information was
"reliable."'

2

In State v. Hinchion13 the Nebraska Supreme Court affirmed a
trial court finding that a Douglas County District Court failed to
properly apply the two-part test of Aguilar.14 This section will an-
alyze each part of the Aguilar test, along with the various "cures"
which have evolved. These cures sustain a finding of probable
cause even where the afflant fails to explicitly provide the informa-
tion required under each half of the test. This analysis will demon-
strate that the supreme court properly concluded in Hinchion that
probable cause for the wiretap order did not exist since the wire-
tap application based upon an informant's allegations failed to es-
tablish the informant's "basis of knowledge" under the first part of
the Aguilar test.15

FACTS

In November of 1979, the Douglas County Attorney filed an ap-
plication and affidavit, pursuant to Nebraska law, 16 requesting an
order to intercept the telephone communications of John Cullen,17

Frank Nebbia, and others. The county attorney claimed that these
individuals were conducting illegal gambling activities and were
utilizing their telephones in furtherance of this operation.18 The
claim that Cullen was engaging in illegal gambling activities was
based upon information from an unidentified informant. The in-
formant had stated to the afflant county attorney that Cullen and
Nebbia were conducting illegal gambling operations using two
telephones at Cullen's residence. The informant also made an un-
substantiated claim that two named individuals, whom the police

11. 378 U.S. 108, 114-15 (1964).
12. Id.
13. 207 Neb. 478, 299 N.W.2d 748 (1980).
14. Id. at 486, 299 N.W.2d 753.
15. The first part of the Aguilar test will be referred to as the "basis of knowl-

edge" test. See Moylan, supra note 9, at 773. The second part will be referred to as
the "credibility of the informant/reliability of the information" test. Moylan, supra
note 9, at 755, refers to this as the veracity test.

16. See note 10 supra.
17. The co-defendants in State v. Hinchion, 207 Neb. 478, 299 N.W.2d 748 (1980),

included John Cullen.
18. 207 Neb. at 479, 299 N.W.2d at 750.
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knew to be convicted gamblers, visited Cullen's residence.19 Sub-
sequent police investigation revealed that the telephone number
identified by the informant was a nonpublished number listed to
the Cullen residence. A second phone, a "teen line," was also
listed at Cullen's residence. Both of these lines had extensions
and call waiting capabilities. 20 Subsequent surveillance of the Cul-
len residence revealed several visits by individuals whom the po-
lice believed were associated with illegal gambling activities in the
Omaha area.21

The affidavit recited to the court the information which the in-
formant had supplied, and stated that the informant was reliable.22

The affidavit stated that his reliability had been proven since he
previously provided true and accurate information concerning ille-
gal gambling.23 The district court found that probable cause ex-

19. Id. at 480, 299 N.W.2d at 750. The informant did not claim to have personally
observed this visit. Id. at 485, 299 N.W.2d at 753. These two individuals, Kolosseus
and Paltani, were believed to be merging their gambling activities with Cullen and
Nebbia. Id. at 481, 299 N.W.2d at 751.

The affidavit stated that normal police investigative procedures (the exhaustion
or futility of which is a prerequisite for a wiretap under NEB. REV. STAT. § 86-
705(3) (c) (Reissue 1976)) would fail as to Kolosseus and Paltani, and an intercep-
tion of their communications with Cullen was necessary. The affidavit failed to al-
lege such an exhaustion of normal procedures as to Cullen. Yet Cullen was the
only one whom the issuing judge (erroneously) found probable cause justifying a
wiretap order, and only Cullen's telephone was tapped. As a result, the supreme
court in Hinchion also based its decision on a failure to comply with § 86-705(3) (c).
207 Neb. at 486, 299 N.W.2d at 753. However, this article is confined to the probable
cause issue upon the informant's allegations.

20. Id. at 480, 299 N.W.2d 750.
21. Id. at 480-81, 299 N.W.2d at 750.
22. As developed further in notes 50-58 and accompanying text infra, this at-

tempt to fulfll the second part of the Aguilar test uses the wrong concept of verac-
ity. An informant may be credible if he has been truthful in the past. Reliability
concerns the inherent trustworthiness of the information itself, such as a declara-
tion against the informant's penal interests. See note 12 and accompanying text
supra; Moylan, supra note 9, at 755.

23. The application and affidavit stated in relevant part:
Captain Dempsey advised Lt. Olsen that he had received information con-
cerning an illegal gambling operation from a reliable informant, who has
proven their [sic] reliability by providing Captain Dempsey with informa-
tion concerning illegal gambling, which information was check [sic] by
both the Douglas County Sheriff's Office and the Omaha Police Division
Vice-Narcotics Unit, and found to be true and accurate. Henceforth, this
source shall be referred to as Informant No. 1. [No other informant was
relied upon in the affidavit and application]. Informant No. 1 advised Cap-
tain Dempsey that there are two individuals by the names of John Cullen
and Frank Nebbia conducting an illegal gambling operation over [the] tele-
phone [the informant provided a telphone number] but Informant No. 1
does not know the number of the second telephone. This operation is being
conducted out of [the informant provided an address] which is Cullen's
residence.

State v. Cullen, Misc. Docket No. 2-875, at 4, District Court of Douglas County, Ne-
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isted and ordered a wiretap on Cullen's telephones. 24

As a result of the Cullen wiretap, incriminating evidence was
obtained implicating Cullen and several others. Wiretaps of other
individuals were ordered based upon the fruit of the Cullen wire-
tap. Several defendants, including Cullen and Hinchion, were ulti-
mately charged with various crimes. 25

Several of the defendants moved to suppress the evidence de-
rived from the Cullen wiretap.26 The defendants argued that the
wiretap order improperly applied the Aguilar test, and therefore
probable cause had never been established. The district court
found that the affidavit and application for the wiretap order failed
to detail the facts from which the informant concluded that Cullen
was involved in criminal activity. Finding that the first part of the
Aguilar test had not been satisfied, all evidence derived from the
wiretap was suppressed.27 The state appealed this suppression or-
der to the Nebraska Supreme Court.28

The supreme court affirmed the suppression order, finding
that probable cause was not sufficiently established in the applica-
tion and affidavit for the wiretap order.29 Since the affidavit failed
to provide the issuing judge with any of the factors upon which the
informant based his allegation, there was no way for the issuing
judge to determine whether the informant was relying upon an un-
trustworthy "casual rumor circulating in the underworld or an ac-
cusation based merely on an individual's general reputation. 3 0

Because the wiretap order was unsupported by probable cause, all
evidence derived therefrom was subject to exclusion under the
statutory exclusionary rule.3 '

braska; Application and Affidavit for Order Authorizing and Approving the Inter-
ception of Wire or Oral Communications.

24. 207 Neb. at 482, 299 N.W.2d at 751.
25. Id.
26. NEB. REV. STAT. § 86-712 (Reissue 1976). The Nebraska wiretap statute

contains its own "exclusionary rule" which renders any evidence derived from an
interception of communications in violation of the statute inadmissible in evidence
at any trial, judicial, or governmental proceeding. See also State v. Aulrich, 209 Neb.
546, 551, 308 N.W.2d 739, 741 (1981). This statutory provision is independent of the
fourth and fourteenth amendment exclusionary rule which would otherwise ex-
clude evidence unlawfully obtained by government officers. See Mapp v. Ohio, 367
U.S. 643, 655 (1961); Weeks v. United States, 232 U.S. 383, 398 (1914).

27. 207 Neb. at 482-83, 299 N.W.2d at 751.
28. Id. at 483, 299 N.W.2d at 751. The appeal was taken pursuant to the right of

the state to appeal such suppression orders under NEB. REV. STAT. §§ 86-705 (12)
(Reissue 1976) and 29-824 (Reissue 1979).

29. 207 Neb. at 486, 299 N.W.2d at 753. See also note 19 supra (alternate ground
for reversal).

30. Id. at 485, 299 N.W.2d 752-53, citing Spinelli v. United States, 393 U.S. 410, 416
(1969).

31. See note 26 supra.
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BACKGROUND

When a law enforcement officer relates to a magistrate infor-
mation received from an unidentified and absent informant and ar-
gues that such information establishes probable cause for a
warrant or a wiretap order, the informant's allegation is hearsay.
Hearsay may be appropriately received and is sufficient in itself to
establish probable cause32 if the following procedural safeguards
are observed. First, the hearsay must be trustworthy.33 Second,
and most important, the Constitution requires that a judicial mag-
istrate make the independent determination as to whether the evi-
dence is believable and whether its substance supports a finding of
probable cause.3 4

Each part of this Aguilar test is analytically distinct; the fulfill-
ment of one half does not infer fulfillment of the other.35 However,
various "cures" have evolved under each part which will sustain a
finding of probable cause even if the elements of the respective
prong have not been explicitly stated.36

The Basis of Knowledge

The magistrate must first question the manner by which the
informant arrived at his conclusion that the suspect committed
some crime.37 The objective is to ensure that the informant's con-
clusions are based on firsthand knowledge, and not upon an un-
substantiated rumor or the bad reputation of the accused.3 8 If an
informant states that "John Doe is conducting illegal gambling op-

32. Jones v. United States, 362 U.S. 257, 272 (1960).
33. Id. at 269. Hearsay information is sufficient for a finding of probable cause

"so long as a substantial basis for crediting the hearsay is presented." Id.
The term "trustworthy" is used to describe the ultimate goal of both parts of

the Aguilar test. An informant's allegation is trustworthy when it is determined
that (1) the informant has logical, factual support for his allegation, and (2) the
informant is not lying. 'TrIustworthy" is not to be confused with the second prong
of Aguilar which questions the credibility of the informant or the reliability of his
or her information. The subtle distinction between the trustworthiness of the in-
formant's information as a whole and the veracity of the informant is crucial to an
understanding of the Aguilar test. See note 37 infra.

34. Aguilar v. Texas, 378 U.S. at 114-15; Giordenello v. United States, 357 U.S.
480, 486 (1958); Johnson v. United States, 333 U.S. 10, 13-14 (1948); Nathanson v.
United States, 290 U.S. 41, 47 (1933).

35. Moylan, supra note 9, at 748.
36. Id. at 747. See notes 70-73 and accompanying text infra.
37. Note, The Informer's Tip as Probable cause for Search or Arrest, 54 CoRNELL

L. Rav. 958, 960 (1969) [hereinafter cited as The Informer's Tip 1. The basis of knowl-
edge test is concerned with information from the informant, while the credibility of
the informant/reliability of the information test is concerned with information
about the informant. Moylan, supra note 9, at 773.

38. Spinelli v. United States, 393 U.S. at 416.
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erations in his home," the informant could have based this allega-
tion on one of three bases of knowledge. The informant could have
(1) personally observed John Doe engaging in illegal gambling in
his home, (2) observed facts which would lead a reasonable person
to conclude that John Doe was engaging in illegal activities in his
home, or (3) have overheard a conversation that John Doe was so
engaging in illegal activities.39 The magistrate must be informed of
the events which led the informant to his conclusion.4° If the affi-
ant swears that the informant actually observed the illegal activ-
ity,41 then the magistrate may justifiably accept the informant's
conclusion. If the informant based his conclusion on inferences
derived from his firsthand detection of factual events, then the
magistrate must be informed of those facts actually detected in or-
der to determine if a reasonable person could indeed reach the
same conclusion.42 If the informant's allegation is based upon the
rumor mill, then obviously the conclusion is not trustworthy. If
the informant's conclusion is based upon hearsay, there must be a
showing by the affiant that the original declarant based his conclu-
sion on firsthand observation or detection with his own physical
senses. 43

If the affiant fails to provide the magistrate with the underly-
ing circumstances from which the informant reached his conclu-
sion, the inquiry is not irrevocably terminated. The informant's
failure to explain his basis of knowledge can be "cured" if there is
detail in the informant's story sufficient to imply that the inform-

39. Id. at 417, and concurring opinion of White, J., id. at 423-24.
40. Aguilar v. Texas, 378 U.S. at 114.
41. While direct personal observation by the informant is the most trustworthy

manner to support the informant's conclusion, a mere conclusion that the activity is
illegal may be insufficient. If, for example, the informant states that he saw the
accused in possession of cocaine, there should be some inquiry as to how the in-
formant knows cocaine when he sees it. See LaFave, Probable Cause from Infor-
mants: The Effects of Murphy's Law on Fourth Amendment Adjudication, 1977 U.
ILL L. F. 1, 39-40 (and cases cited therein) [hereinafter cited as LaFave].

42. The magistrate must make sure that the informant did not "simply jump to
the wrong conclusion on the basis of inadequate or ambigous observations." Moy-
lan, supra note 9, at 755.

43. See LaFave, supra note 41, at 41. "Ultimately, the magistrate must have the
benefit of someone's firsthand observation in order to evaluate the worth of the in-
formation and must have satisfactory proof of the credibility of every person in-
volved in the chain of transmission of the information from the initial observer to
the magistrate himself." Moylan, supra note 9, at 750 n.47.

It is not enough for the informant to state that he has good reason to support
his allegation. His "reasons" could be based on rumor or the reputation of the ac-
cused. LaFave, supra note 41, at 37. The informant must have based his conclusion
on firsthand detection by the informant or the original declarant, and the nature of
that detection and the conclusion deduced therefrom must be submitted to the
magistrate for a test of reasonableness.
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ant must have acquired the information firsthand.44 This "self-ver-
ifying detail"45 must be of such character as to strongly imply that
the informant had direct access to the incriminating facts 46 and
that the informant or his source spoke from personal knowledge.47

An informant who has indeed personally observed the crimi-
nal actions of the accused should be able to relate a great amount
of detail as to how that criminal activity is being conducted. Con-
versely, "detail" which is a matter of common knowledge, such as
the address or the general physical characteristics of the accused,
does not describe in detail the actual criminal activity alleged and
could be based upon knowledge of only the general reputation of
the accused. For this reason, it is well advised that self-verifying
detail should only cure a missing account of the informant's basis
of knowledge when the detail concerns incriminating particulariza-
tions of the accused and his criminal behavior.48

The Credibility of the Informant/Reliability of the Information

The second part of the Aguilar test is concerned with the
truthfulness of the allegations supplied by the informant. Once
the magistrate has determined that the informant appears to have
firsthand information concerning the guilt of the accused, the mag-
istrate must make sure that the informant is not lying.49 The sec-
ond prong of the Aguilar test is actually composed of two
subparts,50 and may be established by showing either that the in-
formant is credible or that the information supplied is inherently

44. Spinelli v. United States, 393 U.S. at 416. The presence of such detail does
not imply that the informant is telling the truth. A fabrication can be easily filled
with detail in order to appear believable. Such self-verifying detail is relevant only
to the basis of the informant's knowledge. Moylan, supra note 9, at 780-81. See note
66 and accompanying text infra.

45. LaFave, supra note 41, at 8, 42.
46. Livermore, The Draper--Spinelli Problem, 21 ARiz. L. REV. 945, 957 (1979)

[hereinafter cited as Livermore].
47. Soles v. State, 16 Md. App. 656, 663-65, 299 A.2d 502, 507 (1973).
48. LaFave, supra note 41, at 47; The Informer's Tip, supra note 37, at 964-66.

The self.verifying detail cure has been criticized in that if it is rational to infer that
the informant must have observed the criminal activities of the accused, "no possi-
ble harm could come from requiring a statement to that effect," thereby removing
this problem of "cure." Spinelli v. United States, 393 U.S. at 426 (White, J., concur-
ring). The risk that a magistrate will improperly infer that an informant's basis of
knowledge is direct perception due to the presence of insignificant detail has led
one commentator to call for the rejection of this "cure." The Informer's Tip, supra
note 37, at 966. It is, therefore, important that if the self-verifying detail cure is to be
retained, the detail required must be of an incriminating nature. See notes 81-82
and accompanying text infra.

49. Moylan, supra note 9, at 751. See note 5 supra, for some of the motivations
which would prompt an informant to lie.

50. Moylan, supra note 9, at 755.
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reliable.51

The informant may be deemed credible if he has provided in-
formation in the past which proved to be accurate.52 Many times
the affiant will simply allege that the informant "has been found
credible in the past. '53 This is a conclusion by the affiant and pro-
vides the magistrate no basis for independently establishing the
credibility of the informant.5 4 A proper demonstration of the in-
formant's credibility is a listing of those past cases in which the
informant provided information which led to the discovery of the
specific criminal activities which the informant predicted.55 The
affiant should inform the magistrate of all he knows concerning the
credibility of the informant, short of compromising the informant's
anonymity.

5 6

Aguilar's second test may also be satisfied if the information
supplied by the informant is inherently reliable under the circum-
stances in which it is given.5 7 An example is a declaration against
penal interest.58 However, a declaration against penal interest
should not be automatically accepted.5 9 If the identity of the in-
formant is not disclosed, it is likely that the informant is being pro-
tected by the authorities, and he may have little to fear by making
a valid or invalid declaration against penal interest.60 A magistrate
should carefully consider the actual motives and realistic fears of
such an unidentified informant.

In United States v. Ventresca,61 the Supreme Court held that
where the informant is a fellow law enforcement officer, informa-

51. Moylan, supra note 9, at 755.
52. See McCray v. Illinois, 386 U.S. 300, 304 (1967).
53. LaFave, supra note 41, at 17.
54. Id.
55. Id. at 13.
56. Moylan, supra note 9, at 760. It must be remembered that the afflant knows

the identity of the informant as well as his complete record of past performances.
The magistrate does not. There must be enough information supplied to the magis-
trate so that the magistrate can make the constitutionally required independent
decision as to the informant's credibility. The magistrate must be able to get the
"feel" of the unknown and absent declarant. There is no magic phrase which will
automatically satisfy this requirement. Id. See also People v. Cruz, 244 Cal. App. 2d
137, -, 53 Cal. Rptr. 354, 360 (1966).

57. 378 U.S. at 114.
58. Moylan, supra note 9, at 762. This view was supported by Chief Justice

Burger in the plurality decision of United States v. Harris, 403 U.S. 573, 583-84 (1971).
See also FED. R. Evm. 804 (b) (3). Where the informant implicates himself in a
criminal act at the same time that he accuses another, there is reason to believe the
allegation because informants would not frivolously incriminate themselves.
United States v. Harris, 403 U.S. 573, 583 (1971).

59. LaFave, supra note 41, at 24-28.
60. Id. at 27-28.
61. 380 U.S. 102 (1965).
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tion relayed is presumed to be reliable. 62 If the informant is a con-
cerned citizen who has witnessed or been the victim of a crime, his
credibility is also deemed to be dependable under Aguilar,63 since
there is no apparent motive for falsification.64

If the affiant is unable to provide the magistrate with a record
of the informant's past accuracy, and there is nothing inherently
credible about the informant, nor is the information presumptively
reliable, this defect may nevertheless be cured by independent po-
lice corroboration 65 of the details66 supplied by the informant.
Where portions of an unproven informant's allegation are corrobo-
rated by the police, it may be reasonably inferred that the remain-
der is true.67 However, the magistrate should demand that the
details corroborated be suggestive of criminal activity.68 Other-
wise, an untruthful informant could be found credible based upon
easily corroborated details of common knowledge which are con-
sistent only with lawful behavior. 69

62. Id. at 111.
63. United States v. Robertson 560 F.2d 647, 649 (5th Cir. 1977); McCreary v.

Sigler, 406 F.2d 1264, 1269 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 395 U.S. 984 (1969); People v.
Glaubman, 175 Colo. 41, -, 485 P.2d 711, 714-17 (1971). See also cases collected at
Livermore, supra note 46, at 950 n.30.

64. See Moylan, supra note 9, at 760-70. Aguilar's second prong is still applica-
ble to this class of informants, but given their status in the community, their dis-
interest in the investigation, and the voluntary nature of their communication with
the authorities, their information is deemed believable.

There is an academic dispute as to whether such citizens and police officers are
to be deemed "credible" or whether their information is presumptively "reliable."
Id. at 772. As a practical result, their information passes the inquiry of Aguilar's
second prong.

65. See Spinelli v. United States, 393 U.S. at 417-18, citing Draper v. United
States, 358 U.S. 307 (1959); Stanley v. State, 19 Md. App. 508, -, 313 A.2d 847, 860-61
(1974) (the opinion of the Maryland Court of Appeals in Stanley was delivered by
Justice Moylan, who also authored the article cited herein at note 9 supra).

66. Notice that the cures for both prongs of the Aguilar test involve the word
"detail." Yet each cure is limited to its respective prong and they are not inter-
changeable. Moylan, supra note 9, at 775, 779. Self-verifying "detail" concerning the
criminal activities of the accused implies the informant's legitimate basis of knowl-
edge under Aguilar's first prong. Independent police corroboration of the "details"
of an informant's story implies that the informant is truthful under Aguilar's sec-
ond prong. Yet police corroboration of an informant's detail (assuming that such
police observation does not in itself amount to probable cause) does not negate the
possibility that the informant's basis of knowledge is rumor or speculation. Spinelli
v. United States, 393 U.S. at 427 (White, J., concurring). Conversely, information
filled with detail, without independent police corroboration, could easily be
fabricated, thus failing Aguilar's second prong. Moylan, supra note 9, at 780-81.

67. Moylan, supra note 9, at 778.
68. The Informer's Tip, supra note 37, at 967.
69. LaFave, supra note 41, at 55. "[A] skillful liar would always allege some

true innocent facts to make his story appear credible." The Informer's Tip, supra
note 37, at 967.
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Mutual Exclusivity of the Two Inquiries of Aguilar

Aguilar requires the magistrate to consider (1) the facts which
led the informant to conclude that the defendant was involved in
criminal activity, and (2) the credibility of the informant or relia-
bility of the information in order to find probable cause based upon
an informant's allegation.70 Yet the two inquires are "analytically
severable and an overkill on one prong will not carry over to make
up for a deficit on the other prong. '7 1 Nor will a "cure" for one part
transfer to provide a remedy for the other part of Aguilar's test.72

The mutual exclusivity of each inquiry is logically evident. When
the informant swears that he has observed a criminal act commit-
ted by the accused, this declaration alone provides the magistrate
with no evidence as to whether the informant is willfully lying.
Conversely, presupposing sincerity "amounting to sainthood,17 3

this provides the magistrate with absolutely no reason to assume
that the informant's conclusion is based upon an accurate percep-
tion of events indicative of wrongdoing, as opposed to an honestly
held yet unsubstantiated suspicion.

ANALYsIs

In Hinchion, the supreme court affirmed the trial court's sup-
pression order which found that the application and affidavit for
the wiretap order, based substantially upon an allegation by an un-
identified informant, failed to pass the "basis of knowledge" test of
Aguilar.74 Although the affiant provided the magistrate with evi-
dence as to the informant's sincerity,75 there was no showing of
what facts led the informant to conclude that Cullen was con-
ducting illegal gambling activities by telephone in his home.

The basis of knowledge test is totally unconcerned with the
informant's honesty;76 the focus of this inquiry is to determine if
the informant's allegation is based upon acceptable firsthand ob-
servation or unacceptable rumor.77 By failing to inquire into the
informant's basis of knowledge, the issuing magistrate unreasona-
bly authorized an extended invasion of Cullen's right of privacy on
the strength of an allegation which could have been supported by

70. 378 U.S. at 114; LaFave, supra note 41, at 6.
71. Moylan, supra note 9, at 781.
72. Id. at 779. See note 66 supra.
73. Id. at 773.
74. 207 Neb. at 486, 299 N.W.2d at 753.
75. See notes 22-23 and accompanying text supra.
76. Moylan, .supra note 9, at 773.
77. See note 43 and accompanying text supra.
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nothing more than gossip. 78

This defect was not cured by the detail79 in the informant's tip.
The detail does not describe the incriminating particulars of Cul-
len's alleged gambling activities.80 If the informant actually pos-
sessed firsthand knowledge of these activities, then it would
certainly seem that much more detail concerning the gambling op-
erations should have accompanied the allegation. The detail actu-
ally provided could be entirely consistent with the facts of common
knowledge which normally accompany an otherwise unfounded
rumor.81 The police corroboration of the informant's allegation,
which did not in itself amount to probable cause, only sustains the
informant's credibility and fails to remedy the deficient basis of
knowledge.

82

SUMMARY

The court properly condemned the wiretap order in Hinchion
as being based upon an informant's allegations unsupported by
facts sufficient to establish probable cause. By clearly demar-
cating the requirements of each part of the Aguilar test and insist-
ing that each be independently established, the Nebraska
Supreme Court correctly interpreted and applied the directive of
Aguilar in this difficult area of fourth amendment adjudication.

STATE v. MORGAN: WARRANTLESS SEARCHES AS A
CONDITION OF PROBATION

INTRODUCTION

Probation is a sentencing alternative whereby one convicted of
a crime is placed under the supervision of the court and is allowed
to seek rehabilitation while remaining in the community.8 3 In or-

78. The deficient allegation by the informant in Hinchion resulted in the inter-
ception of over seventy conversations in a ten day period. State v. Cullen, Misc.
Docket No. 2-875, Douglas County, Nebraska, District Court File.

79. Such detail consisted of Cullen's address, telephone number, the second
telephone, and the unexplained claim that two convicted gamblers were present at
Cullen's home.

80. See note 48 and accompanying text supra.
81. Id.
82. See note 66 supra. "Independent verification of an ambigous factual prem-

ise cannot allow an informant to draw an invalid conclusion therefrom." Moylan,
supra note 9, at 780.

83. "[P]robation means a sentence not involving confinement which imposes
conditions and retains authority in the sentencing court to modify the conditions of
the sentence or to resentence the offender if he violates the condition." ABA STAN-
DARDS RELATING TO PROBATION, STANDARD 1.1(b) (Approved Draft 1970). "Proba-
tion shall mean a sentence under which a person found guilty of a crime upon
verdict or plea, or adjudicated delinquent or in need of special supervision is re-
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der to achieve the twin goals of rehabilitation and the protection of
society from the repetition of unlawful acts by the offender,84 con-
ditions restricting the freedom of a probationer may be imposed by
the court.85 A condition of probation not expressly authorized by
Nebraska law is a requirement that the probationer submit to a
warrantless search of his person or property at any time during the
course of the probation period.86 When evidence that incriminates
the probationer is seized pursuant to such a warrantless search,
questions arise as to the constitutionality of the search and the ad-
missibility of such evidence. The constitutional result should be
determined by the following factors: (1) the nature of the offense
for which probation was imposed;87 (2) the boundaries of the
search condition;88 (3) the authorities authorized to conduct such a
search;89 and (4) the nature of the proceedings in which the fruits
of such a search are offered.9 0

State v. Morgan91 was the Nebraska Supreme Court's first en-
counter with this issue.9 2 The court in Morgan reached the correct
result in upholding such a search condition, but did so through the
application of questionable reasoning.

FACTS

Rodney Morgan was convicted of the offense of distributing
marijuana.9 3 In lieu of incarceration, Morgan accepted probation
for a period of three years. A condition of this probation was that
Morgan "shall submit to a search of his person or property at any
time by any Law Enforsement [sic] Officer, with or without proba-
ble cause,for controlled substances."94

Two and one-half years after Morgan was placed on probation,

leased by a court subject to conditions imposed by the court and subject to supervi-
sion." NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2246(4) (Reissue 1979).

84. Porth v. Templar, 453 F.2d 330, 333 (10th Cir. 1971).
85. Under NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2262 (Reissue 1979), a court may attach any con-

dition to a sentence of probation which is "reasonable" and "necessary or likely" to
further the goal of rehabilitation. The statute then enumerates 16 available condi-
tions, all of which infringe in varying degree upon the liberties of the probationer.
Under § 29-2262(2) (p), the sentencing judge is granted the open-ended authority to
fashion any condition reasonably related to further the rehabilitation of a particular
offender.

86. Id.
87. See note 109-11 and accompanying text infra.
88. Id.
89. See notes 112-17 and accompanying text infra.
90. See notes 118-21 and accompanying text infra.
91. 206 Neb. 818, 295 N.W.2d 285 (1980).
92. Id. at 821-22, 295 N.W.2d at 287.
93. Brief for Appellant at 2, State v. Morgan, 206 Neb. 818, 295 N.W.2d 285 (1980).
94. 206 Neb. at 819, 295 N.W.2d at 286.
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the police interviewed a suspect in connection with possession of
marijuana. The suspect stated that this marijuana was obtained
from a person known only as "Rod." Although the suspect was un-
able to identify a photograph of Rodney Morgan, the police, with
Morgan's probation officer, went to Morgan's home to conduct a
search under the condition of Morgan's probation.95 When told of
the officers' intentions and reminded of the search condition of his
probation, Morgan stated, "Okay, you can search my room. '96 The
officers seized less than an ounce of marijuana.97

Based upon the marijuana seized in the above search, the
state moved to revoke Morgan's probation.98 Morgan moved to
suppress the evidence at the revocation hearing, claiming that it
was seized during an illegal search. 99 The trial court found that
Morgan had given prior consent to the search by accepting proba-
tion and denied the motion to suppress. Morgan appealed this de-
cision to the Nebraska Supreme Court. 100

The supreme court upheld the trial court by finding that the
warrantless search condition of Morgan's probation was reason-
ably related to his rehabilitation, and that Morgan voluntarily ac-
cepted the condition. Thus, the court dispensed with the warrant
and probable cause requirements mandated by the fourth
amendment.'0 '

BACKGROUND

American courts have both approved and condemned proba-
tion conditions which require the probationer to submit to a war-
rantless search.'0 2 A review of the case law reveals the struggle

95. Id. at 820, 295 N.W.2d at 286. The state conceded that the officers did not
possess probable cause to search. Id.

96. Id.
97. Brief for Appellant at 2, State v. Morgan, 206 Neb. 818, 295 N.W.2d 285 (1980).
98. Morgan's possession of marijuana violated the first condition of his proba-

tion, i.e., that he refrain from all unlawful conduct. 206 Neb. at 820, 295 N.W.2d at
286.

99. Morgan claimed that the search condition was invalid in that it was not the
product of voluntary consent, that there was no probable cause for the search, and
that although he was on probation, he retained his fourth and fourteenth amend-
ment expectations of privacy and the right to be free from unreasonable searches
and seizures. Brief for Appellant at 17-22, State v. Morgan, 206 Neb. 818, 295 N.W.2d
285 (1980).

100. 206 Neb. at 821, 295 N.W.2d at 287.
101. Id. at 825-27, 295 N.W.2d at 288-89, The court stated: "We agree with the trial

court in its conclusion that [Morgan's] consent was not a coerced consent, but was
rather a 'choice.'" Id. at 825, 295 N.W.2d at 288-89.

102. Compare People v. Mason, 5 Cal. 3d 759, -, 488 P.2d 630, 634, 97 Cal. Rptr.
302, 306 (1971) (upholding search condition) with Tamez v. State, 534 S.W.2d 686, 693
(Tex. Crim. App. 1976) (holding search condition invalid).
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courts encounter when balancing the diminished rights of the con-
victed with society's "right" to be protected from threatening crim-
inal behavior. The fourth amendment requires courts to consider
both the reasonable expectations of privacy to which the proba-
tioner is entitled given the nature of the offense, 10 3 and the reason-
ableness of the search.1°4 The reasonableness of the search
depends upon the identity and purposes of the executing govern-
ment participants.

0 5

A probationer convicted of a crime does not lose all of his con-
stitutional rights. 0 6 A probationer is entitled to qualified expecta-
tions of privacy, 0 7 with incursions upon that right restricted to the
degree necessary to further the goals of probation. 10 8 The nature
of the offense for which probation was given is highly relevant to
this determination. When the offense involves the concealment of
contraband, the probationer can reasonably be required to surren-
der an expectation of privacy. This must be limited to the least
restrictive degree which ensures that the same concealment-type
offense is not repeated. 10 9 A warrantless search as a condition of
probation under these circumstances advances rehabilitation of

103. The fourth amendment protects people, not places, when there is a reason-
able expectation of privacy under the attendant circumstances. Katz v. United
States, 389 U.S. 347, 351-52, and Harlan, J., concurring at 360 (1967). Probationers do
not lose all such expectations. See notes 106-11 and accompanying text infra.

104. The fourth amendment prohibits unreasonable searches and seizures. U.S.
CONST. amend. IV. A search conducted by a probation officer would seem to be
presumptively reasonable as it is in furtherance of rehabilitation. However, a
search by police officers, who base the search on a condition of probation only in
order to circumvent the fourth amendment's warrant requirement, would appear to
be unreasonable. See notes 112-17 and accompanying text infra.

105. Id.
106. See, e.g., Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 778, 788-91 (1973), holding that a pro-

bationer is entitled to qualified procedural due process prior to revocation of
probation.

107. United States v. Consuelo-Gonzalez, 521 F.2d 259, 265 (9th Cir. 1975) (this
decision was specifically limited to the Federal Probation Act, 18 U.S.C. § 3651
(1976) and did not purport to be applicable to state probationers. Id. at 266). For
analogous state holdings, see People v. Bremmer, 30 Cal. App. 3d 1058, -, 106 Cal.
Rptr. 797, 800-01 (1973); Tamez v. State, 534 S.W.2d at 692.

108. United States v. Consuelo-Gonzalez, 521 F.2d at 265 n.14.
109. See People v. Mason, 5 Cal. 3d at -, 488 P.2d at 634, 97 Cal. Rptr. at 306.

Narcotic offenders are particularly suited to such search conditions. Where a nar-
cotics offender knows that he is subject to a searchfor narcotics, he will be deterred
from repeating that same offense. When authority to search is limited to the of-
fender's probation officer, rehabilitation is furthered in the least intrusive manner.
Where the offense giving rise to the search condition involved the concealment of
narcotics, such conditions are generally upheld. See United States v. Consuelo-
Gonzalez, 521 F.2d 259 (9th Cir. 1975); United States v. Gordon, 540 F.2d 452 (9th Cir.
1976); People v. Giminez, 14 Cal. 3d 68, 534 P.2d 65, 120 Cal. Rptr. 577 (1975); People v.
Turner, 54 Cal. App. 3d 500, 126 Cal. Rptr. 652 (1976); State v. Schlosser, 202 N.W.2d
136 (N.D. 1972).
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the probationer and protects society as well. However, where the
offense did not involve the concealment of contraband, 110 a condi-
tion requiring the probationer to submit to a warrantless search
unreasonably impairs legitimate expectations of privacy. In such a
case, the condition does not further the rehabilitation of the proba-
tioner from the type of criminal behavior previously
demonstrated."'

The identity of the government officers and their purpose in
executing such a search is also relevant in determining constitu-
tional limitations. Given that such a search condition can only im-
pair a probationer's fourth amendment rights to the degree
necessary to effect rehabilitation,"12 the search should be executed
only by those officers whose primary duty it is to futher rehabilita-
tion.113 Thus, a search should be held unreasonable when con-
ducted by police officers who, for the sole purpose of obtaining a
conviction, circumvent the fourth amendment's warrant and prob-
able cause requirements due to the fortuitous presence of a proba-
tion search condition. 114

This does not mean that police officers may never participate
in such a search by a probation officer. 1 5 The critical inquiry per-
formed by the reviewing court seems to be to determine the pur-
pose and therefore the reasonableness of the search. Contraband
seized pursuant to a search by a concerned probation officer is not
tainted merely because the police are present. However, the
courts should guard against manipulation by enforcement authori-
ties of such a condition, which would render the probation system

110. E.g., an offense other than concealment of narcotics, stolen property, or
dangerous weapons. Note, Fourth Amendment Limitations on Probation and Pa-
role Supervision, 1976 DuKE L.J. 71, 92 [hereinafter cited as Fourth Amendment
Limitations on Probation ].

111. People v. Kay, 36 Cal. App. 3d 759, -, 111 Cal. Rptr. 894, 895 (1973) (search
condition unreasonable in that it was not rehabilitation-oriented when imposed
upon probationer convicted of assault and battery committed with a non-conceal-
able object). Accord, Sprague v. State, 590 P.2d 410, 417 (Alaska 1979); In re Marti.
nez, 86 Cal. App. 3d 577, -, 150 Cal. Rptr. 366, 369 (1978); Fourth Amendment
Limitations on Probation, supra note 110, at 92.

112. United States v. Consuelo-Gonzalez, 521 F.2d at 263, 265; Tamez v. State, 534
S.W.2d at 692; See Porth v. Templar, 453 F.2d 330, 333 (10th Cir. 1971).

113. This limitation restricting execution of warrantless searches to probation
officers has been codified by one state. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 15A-1343(15) (See State v.
Grant, 40 N.C. App. 58,-, 252 S.E.2d 98,99 (1979)). The role of a probation officer as
a social therapist differs greatly from that of the police. Fourth Amendment Limita.
tions on Probation, supra note 110, at 76-77.

114. United States v. Consuelo-Gonzalez, 521 F.2d at 266. State v. McGivney, 36
Or. App. 885, -, 585 P.2d 767, 767 (1978); Tamez v. State, 534 S.W.2d at 686, 692. See
also State v. Behar, 39 Or. App. 503, -, 592 P.2d 1056, 1057 (1979); Fourth Amendment
Limitations on Probation, supra note 110, at 89.

115. United States v. Consuelo-Gonzalez, 521 F.2d at 267.
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a subterfuge for avoiding the constitutional restrictions designed
to prevent unreasonable searches. 116 Perhaps a workable method
by which to further these goals would be a policy of prosecutorial
and judicial deference to the judgment of the probation officer as to
the appropriate sanction when such searches by the police reveal
probation violations. 117

A final consideration concerning search conditions is the na-
ture of the proceeding in which evidence obtained from the search
is sought to be introduced. Courts are split as to whether the ex-
clusionary rule should apply in probation revocation hearings, as it
does in criminal trials. 18 Although the Eighth Circuit Court of Ap-
peals has said that the exclusionary rule does not necessarily ap-
ply in probation revocation proceedings, 119 Nebraska law
apparently supports a contrary view.120 Yet even in jurisdictions
where the exclusionary rule does not apply in a revocation pro-
ceeding, the presence of a concealable offense and the identity of
the agents authorized to execute such searches should still deter-
mine the reasonableness of a search condition when such condi-
tions are challenged on direct appeal of the conviction in which the
condition was imposed.12'

116. Id.
117. If the prosecutor and the sentencing court were to allow the probation of-

ficer to choose between a reprimand, increased restrictions via the sentencing
court, revocation of probation, or approving the filing of new criminal charges, the
police would lose the incentive of gaining an automatic conviction in manipulating
the probation search condition. Under NEB. REV. STAT § 29-2266 (Reissue 1979), the
sentencing court has the authority to follow the probation officer's recommended
sanction where there is no risk of flight by the probationer. Should the prosecutor
insist on revocation or the initiation of an independent criminal charge, the court, in
determining the reasonableness of the search execution, should seriously consider
the protests of the probation officer where the police have apparently abused the
probation search condition.

118. Compare United States v. Workman, 585 F.2d 1205, 1211 (4th Cir. 1978);
Grubbs v. State, 373 So. 2d 905, 910 (Fla. 1979); Amiss v. State, 135 Ga. App. 784, -,
219 S.E.2d 28, 30 (1975); Rushing v. State, 500 S.W.2d 667, 670 (Tex. Crim. App. 1973)
(applying exclusionary rule in probation revocation proceedings) with United
States v. Winsett, 518 F.2d 51, 54 (9th Cir. 1975); State v. Davis, 375 So. 2d 69, 75 (La.
1979); State v. Spratt, 386 A.2d 1094, 1095-96 (R.I. 1978) (refusing to apply exclusion-
ary rule in probation revocation hearings). See Fourth Amendment Limitations on
Probation, supra note 110, at 71-72.

119. United States v. Frederickson, 581 F.2d 711, 713 (8th Cir. 1978).
120. No Nebraska case has specifically addressed this issue. In State v. Morgan,

206 Neb. 818, 295 N.W.2d 285 (1980), involving a probation revocation hearing, the
court apparently accepted sub silentio that the exclusionary rule would be applica-
ble by entertaining Morgan's constitutional attack. If the exclusionary rule did not
apply in Morgan's revocation hearing, then even had the court found that the evi-
dence was unconstitutionally seized, the evidence would still have been admissible,
and Morgan could not have appealed the revocation. See note 121 infra.

121. A challenge as to the reasonableness of a probation search condition can
arise in any of three contexts. First, the probationer can always challenge the con-
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ANALYSIS

The supreme court found the search in Morgan constitutional
since Morgan had made the "choice" to allow such searches when
he accepted probation. 122 It is improper, however, to view the is-
sues raised by such search conditions as a consensual relinquish-
ment of fourth amendment rights. To hold that the search
condition is valid because the probationer "consented" to future
warrantless searches presupposes that the probationer possessed
a right which he could choose to waive. But when the offense giv-
ing rise to the sentence of probation involved concealment of con-
traband, and a search condition limited to such concealed
contraband can only be executed by a probation officer in further-
ance of rehabilitation, then the probationer has no reasonable ex-
pectation of privacy.123

Moreover, as to those reasonable expectations legitimately
possessed, the Constitution requires that a waiver of fourth
amendment rights be made voluntarily. 24 One of the circum-
stances which determines voluntariness of a consent to search is
the state of mind of the person who consents. 2 5 The decision to
accept the probation condition rather than incarceration does not
seem to amount to a voluntary waiver. Certainly one just con-
victed of a crime cannot impassively choose between the near total
deprivation of liberty which accompanies incarceration 126 and pro-

dition on direct appeal of the conviction in which the condition was imposed. The
second context arises where the prosecution elects to bring an independent crimi-
nal charge based upon the possession of contraband seized in a search pursuant to
such a condition. The exclusionary rule will always prevent the admission of evi-
dence seized pursuant to such a search condition in an independent criminal trial if
the court finds that the probation search condition was unreasonable. Mapp v.
Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 655 (1961); Weeks v. United States, 232 U.S. 383, 398 (1914). The
third context arises where contraband is seized pursuant to the search condition
and the prosecution elects to invoke the continuing jurisdiction of the sentencing
court and moves to have probation revoked and the defendant incarcerated for the
remainder of the original sentence. If the prosecution elects to seek such a revoca-
tion of probation, the probationer can now effectively raise the reasonableness of
the search condition only if the jurisdiction holds the exclusionary rule applicable
in probation revocation proceedings.

122. 206 Neb. at 825, 295 N.W.2d at 288-89.
123. See People v. Mason, 5 Cal. 3d 759, -, 488 P.2d 630, 633, 97 Cal. Rptr. 302, 305

(1971).
124. Consensual waiver of fourth amendment rights requires a waiver which is

voluntary and without any duress or coercion whatsoever, either express or im-
plied. Schneckloth v. Bustamonte, 412 U.S. 218, 248 (1973).

125. See note 128 and accompanying text infra. Schneckloth v. Bustamonte, 412
U.S. at 229.

126. See Bell v. Wolfish, 441 U.S. 520 (1979) (Constitution permits severe en-
croachment on inmate's personal autonomy); Hodges v. Klein, 412 F. Supp. 896
(D.NJ. 1976) (degrading nature of permissible prison strip searches).
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bation.127 Such a waiver of fourth amendment rights as a quid pro
quo of receiving probation cannot be deemed voluntary under con-
stitutional requirements of consent.128

This is not to say that such search conditions are impermissi-
ble under all circumstances. Such probation conditions, when im-
posed upon persons convicted of crimes involving concealment,
are legitimate given the legally diminished expectations of privacy
of such persons. But "consent" is simply not the proper legal justi-
fication. Insofar as the supreme court rested its decision on a the-
ory of consent,129 such reasoning was misplaced.

SUMMARY

State v. Morgan involved a probationer convicted of posses-
sion of marijuana, an offense involving concealment. The search
condition was properly limited to narcotics which could be easily
concealed.1 30 Since the condition furthered rehabilitation given
the specific offense for which he was convicted 131 and served to
protect society from criminal behavior, 132 Morgan's expectations of
privacy were reasonably restricted. The probation condition, al-
though an encroachment upon Morgan's right of privacy, was per-
missible; it was the least intrusive restriction which was
substantially related to Morgan's rehabilitation and the protection

127. See People v. Peterson, 62 Mich. App. 258, -, 233 N.W.2d 250, 255 (1975);
Tamez v. State, 534 S.W.2d at 691. Cf. United States ex rel. Coleman v. Smith, 395 F.
Supp. 1155, 1157 (W.D.N.Y. 1975) (parolee did not voluntarily consent under
Schneckloth v. Bustamonte, 412 U.S. 218 (1973), to search condition).

128. 3 W. LAFAVE, SEARCH AND SEIZURE, § 10.10 at 430-31 (1978).
129. See note 101 supra.

After the expiration of the current survey period, the Nebraska Supreme Court
decided the case of State v. Lingle, 209 Neb. 492, 308 N.W.2d 531 (1981). Lingle was
convicted of resisting arrest, disturbing the peace, and obstructing a police officer.
Id. at 494, 308 N.W.2d at 533-34. The charges arose from a boisterous party which
ended in a brawl involving the police. Lingle was sentenced to a term of probation
which included a condition that he submit at any time to a warrantless search by
any law enforcement officer for controlled substances. Id. at 501, 308 N.W.2d at 537.
Lingle attacked this condition on direct appeal of the conviction, claiming that it
unconstitutionally infringed upon his right of privacy. The supreme court affirmed
the conviction and probation condition. The court held that Lingle had a dimin-
ished expectation of privacy and that the condition was reasonably related to his
rehabilitation. Id. at 501-02, 308 N.W.2d at 537. Since Lingle's offense did not involve
the concealment of contraband, the validity of the search condition would seem
questionable. See notes 108-11 and accompanying text supra.

130. See note 94 and accompanying text spra.
131. See note 109 supra.
132. Rehabilitation of the offender and protection of society are the twin re-

quirements of probation conditions which impair constitutional rights. Porth v.
Templar, 453 F.2d at 333.
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of society. Morgan did not voluntarily "choose" this restriction; it
was legitimately imposed by operation of law.

The only unaddressed factor as to the reasonableness of the
search is whether the police or only the probation officer should be
allowed to insist on the search. The court should demand that
searches based on conditions of probation be executed only as a
rehabilitative measure controlled by the probation officer. Such
searches should not be permitted as a law enforcement tech-
nique.133 The sentencing court has the authority to follow the pro-
bation officer's recommended sanction when searches pursuant to
such conditions reveal criminal activity.134 Trial courts should give
considerable deference to the sanction recommended by the pro-
bation officer in order to ensure that rehabilitation will be the only
incentive which prompts searches pursuant to such conditions.135

When search conditions are imposed only upon defendants
who have been convicted of offenses involving concealment, are
limited to searches for such concealable contraband, and are sub-
ject to control by the offender's probation officer, such conditions
are constitutional. The twin goals of rehabilitation and the protec-
tion of society are furthered without an impermissible infringe-
ment upon the probationer's constitutionally protected
expectations of privacy.

L.B. 711: APPELLATE REVIEW OF THE DEATH SENTENCE

IN NEBRASKA

INTRODUCTION

The eight amendment's prohibition against cruel and unusual
punishment 36 renders imposition of the death penalty unconstitu-
tional if it is applied in an arbitrary or disproportionate manner.137

However, when state statutory procedures adequately prevent
such arbitrary or disporportionate infliction, the death penalty
may be constitutionally imposed. 138 One of the critical safeguards
designed to prevent the unconstitutional imposition of the death

133. See notes 116-17 and accompanying text supra.
134. See note 117 and accompanying text supra.
135. See notes 116-17 and accompanying text supra.
136. "Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor

cruel and unusual punishments inflicted." U.S. CONST. amend. VIII. When arbitrar-
ily applied, the death penalty is "cruel and unusual in the same way that being
struck by lightning is cruel and unusual." Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 309
(1972) (Stewart, J., concurring).

137. Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. at 309-10. See also NEs. REV. STAT. § 29-
2521.01(2) (Reissue 1979).

138. Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 207 (1976); Proffitt v. Florida, 428 U.S. 242, 247
(1976).
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penalty, and which is part of Nebraska statutory procedure, is
mandatory and rigorous appellate review of all cases in which the
death penalty is imposed.139 The focus of this article is on the Ne-
braska procedure for review of cases involving a death sentence.

The Nebraska Unicameral, in electing to retain the death pen-
alty,14 ° has required appellate review of all death penalty cases,141

in response to recent United States Supreme Court decisions.142

But the Nebraska Supreme Court's limited interpretation and ap-
plication of the Unicameral's directive to compare all criminal
homicides' 43 presents serious questions under Nebraska law and
the United States and Nebraska Constitutions.'"

FACTS

The Nebraska Unicameral has responded to the spirit of
Furman v. Georgia145 and Gregg v. Georgia'" by requiring
mandatory appellate review of all death sentences. 147 Such appel-
late review is to prevent arbitrary application of the death sen-
tence in a particular case by comparing it with the sentence
applied in all cases in which the death penalty could have been
imposed.148 This mandatory appellate review, enacted as L.B.
711,149 clearly requires the Nebraska Supreme Court to compile
empirical data concerning the facts and circumstances 150 of every

139. Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. at 198, 206; Proffitt v. Florida, 428 U.S. at 258; Jurek
v. Texas, 428 U.S. 262, 269-70, 276 (1976). Such mandatory appellate review of capital
sentences is required by NEB. REV. STAT. §§ 29-2521.01 to -2521.04; 29-2524.01 to -
2524.02 (Reissue 1979). These sections were added to the Nebraska death penalty
statute by LB. 711, 1978 Neb. Laws 621, and LB. 749, 1978 Neb. Laws 727 [hereinaf-
ter cited as L.B. 711).

140. NEB. REV. STAT. § 28-105 (Reissue 1979).
141. See generally Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976); Jurek v. Texas, 428 U.S.

262 (1976); Proffitt v. Florida, 428 U.S. 242 (1976); Roberts v. Louisiana, 428 U.S. 325
(1976); Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280 (1976); Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S.
238 (1972).

142. NEB. REV. STAT. §§ 29-2521.01 to -2521.04; 29-2524.01 to -2524.02 (Reissue 1979).
143. Id. at § 29-2521.02.
144. See notes 203 and 212 and accompanying text infra.
145. 408 U.S. 238 (1972).
146. 428 U.S. 153 (1976).
147. NEB. REv. STAT. § 29-2521.02.
148. Id. at 29-2521.01 (3).
149. Id. at 29-2521.01 to -2521.04.
150. Factors to be considered, which include the nature of both the crime and

the offender, are numerous. See note 217 infra. The most relevant factors in deter-
mining proportionality are the enumerated aggravating and mitigating circum-
stances which must be assessed in every imposition of the death penalty. NEB.
REV. STAT. § 19-2523 (Reissue 1979) provides:

(1) Aggravating Circumstances:
(a) The offender was previously convicted of another murder or a
crime involving the use of threat of violence to the person, or has a
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conviction on or after April 20, 1973, for any criminal homicide. 51

By comparing the underlying circumstances of each death sen-
tence with the facts, circumstances, and sentences of those previ-
ous cases in which a first degree murder charge was warranted
(regardless of the charge ultimately filed), the supreme court can
ensure that the death sentence being reviewed is not dispropor-
tionately severe. 5 2

The statutory provisions mandate the uniform application of
the death penalty throughout the state. 5 3 Recognizing that homi-
cides involving similar factual circumstances can result in different
charging decisions by prosecuting officials, 5 4 the Unicameral
sought to compensate for the radically differing results which
might occur. For example, one defendant could be charged with

substantial history of serious assaultive or terrorizing criminal activ-
ity; (b) The murder was committed in an apparent effort to conceal
the commission of a crime, or to conceal the identity of the perpetrator
of a crime; (c) The murder was committed for hire, or for pecuniary
gain, or the defendant hired another to commit the murder for the de-
fendant; (d) The murder was especially heinous, atrocious, cruel, or
manifested exceptional depravity by ordinary standards of morality
and intelligence; (e) At the time the murder was committed, the of-
fender also committed another murder; (f) The offender knowingly
created a great risk of death to at least several persons; (g) The victim
was a law enforcement officer or a public servant having custody of
the offender or another; or (h) The crime was committed to disrupt or
hinder the lawful exercise of any governmental function or the en-
forcement of the laws.

(2) Mitigating Circumstances:
(a) The offender has no significant history of prior criminal activity;
(b) The offender acted under unusual pressures or influences or
under the domination of another person; (c) The crime was commit-
ted while the offender was under the influence of extreme mental or
emotional disturbance; (d) The age of the defendant at the time of the
crime; (e) The offender was an accomplice in the crime committed by
another person and his participation was relatively minor; (f) The vic-
tim was a participant in the defendant's conduct or consented to the
act; or (g) At the time of the crime, the capacity of the defendant to
appreciate the wrongfulness of his conduct or to conform his conduct
to the requirements of law was impaired as a result of mental illness,
mental defect, or intoxication.

See generally Note, Criminal Law, The Final Sentence: Nebraska's Death Penalty,
14 CREIGHTON L. REv. 256 (1980) for analysis of the statutory aggravating and miti-
gating circumstances. Since § 29-2522 requires written findings of aggravating and
mitigating circumstances only in cases where the death penalty is actually im-
posed, see note 192 infra, a complete review of the circumstances in all homicide
cases is impossible. This incomplete population for comparison purposes is the fo-
cus of this article.

151. NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2521.02 requires the supreme court to collect such data
on every conviction under NEB. REV. STAT. §§ 28-303 (murder in the first degree); 28-
304 (murder in the second degree); and 28-305 (manslaughter) (Reissue 1979).

152. See NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2521.01(4)-(5) (Reissue 1979) (quoted in note 159
infra).

153. NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2521.01(3) (Reissue 1979).
154. NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2521.01(4) (Reissue 1979).
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and tried for first degree murder (which includes a possible sen-
tence of death) 5 5 while a similarly situated defendant could be of-
fered a charge of second degree murder (which does not include
the possibility of a death sentence)156 in return for guilty plea.157

Compensation for such discrepancies in charging decisions was to
be provided through the compilation and analysis by the supreme
court of all criminal homicides committed on or after April 20,
1973.158 By reviewing the facts, aggravating and mitigating circum-
stances, charges originally filed, charge on final disposition, and
sentence imposed in all these cases, the supreme court was to be
in a position to recognize any dissimilarity in charging and plea
negotiation practices in cases involving similar circumstances. 159

155. The death penalty is legally available for consideration upon every convic-
tion for first degree murder. NEB. REV. STAT §§ 28-303, 28-105(1) (Reissue 1979).

156. See NEB. REV. STAT. §§ 28-304, 28-105 (1) (Reissue 1979).
157. Such plea bargaining practices in capital punishment cases withstood con-

stitutional attack in North Carolina v. Alford, 400 U.S. 25, 39 (1970).
158. NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2521.02 (Reissue 1979):

The Supreme Court shall within a reasonable time after July 22, 1978, re-
view and analyze all cases involving criminal homicide committed on or
after April 20, 1973. Such review and analysis shall examine (1) the facts
including mitigating and aggravating circumstances, (2) the charges filed,
(3) the crime for which defendant was convicted, and (4) the sentence im-
posed. Such review shall be updated as new criminal homicide cases
occur.

159. NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2521.01(4)-(5) (Reissue 1979) states:
(4) Charges resulting from the same or similar circumstances have, in the
past, not been uniform and have produced radically differing results; and
(5) In order to compensate for the lack of uniformity in charges which are
filed as a result of similar circumstances it is necessary for the Supreme
Court to review and analyze all criminal homicides committed under the
existing law in order to insure that each case produces a result similar to
that arrived at in other cases with the same or similar circumstances (em-
phasis added).

Moreover, the legislative history of LB. 711 provides additional evidence of the Uni-
cameral's concern with disproportionate death sentences resulting from heretofore
unreviewable prosecutorial discretion: "[T]he Legislature should statutorily re-
quire that the review undertaken by the Court be extended to all criminal homi-
cides and not just those which prosecutors decide (for whatever reasons) to label
offenses, as is now the case." Judiciary Committee Hearing, at 38, 1978 Neb. Laws,
L.B. 711.

The prosecutor has absolute discretion as to the charge he or she will bring.
It can range in the case of criminal homicide from manslaughter, which
may have a maximum of ten years, or first degree murder carrying death.
The court does not determine what charge is brought, neither the trial
court nor the State Supreme Court. It is all in the hands of the prosecutor,
and since there are 93 counties and that many prosecutors, you have that
many different points of view as to the type of charge that will be brought in
a homicide case. The State Supreme Court under this bill will not merely
review an individual case to see whether errors were committed in that
case but it will compare the cases of criminal homicide throughout the
state to see just what kind of cases ought to carry the death penalty and
which kind ought not. And if a person who commits a crime in Scottsbluff
County will escape the death penalty because he or she lives in that
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The supreme court could then reduce a sentence of death if it was
found that the same defendant, in a different region of the state,
would likely have been offered a second degree murder or man-
slaughter charge in return for a guilty plea.160

The Supreme Court of Nebraska addressed its duty under
L.B. 711 in the 1979 case of State v. Williams.1 1 The court claimed
that a literal application of the statute's provisions would cause
"insurmountable constitutional problems" involving supreme
court review of prosecutorial discretion 162 and the fact finding role
of the jury. 163 The court interpreted its duty to require a compari-
son of the death sentence being reviewed with only those cases in
which the prosecution actually obtained a conviction for first de-
gree murder 164 instead of all cases involving criminal homicide, as
is required by L.B. 711.165

At the time of the Williams decision,166 the supreme court con-
sidered thirty-two first degree murder convictions, six of which in-
volved death sentences. 167 However, at that time, at least 107

county, while for the same thing being sentenced to death in Douglas
County, then the death penalty is not a state law. The death penalty is
broken up into 93 different laws interpreted solely and only in the discre-
tion of the individual prosecutor.... I think that is not proper and the
purpose of this law is to bring about uniformity.

Legislative Debate, March 8, 1978, Neb. Laws L.B. 711.
160. The supreme court has authority to reduce a death sentence under NEB.

REV. STAT. § 29-2521.03 (Reissue 1979).
This compilation and analysis of all cases in which first degree murder could

have been charged is to be expedited by a County Attorney's Report which must be
forwarded to the State Court Administrator upon each criminal homicide case filed
by the county attorney. NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2524.01 (Reissue 1979). The county
attorney is to provide the following details upon every criminal homicide case fied
by his or her office: (1) The initial charge fied; (2) any reduction of that charge and
whether such reduction was the result of a plea bargain or any other reason; (3) any
dismissal prior to trial; (4) the disposition by verdict in the case; (5) the sentence
imposed; (6) whether appeal was taken; and (7) any other information required by
the State Court Administrator. The report is to be fied within thirty days of trial
court disposition.

In addition, every district court is required to provide all records necessary for
such comparative analysis by the supreme court. NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2521.04 (Re-
issue 1979).

161. 205 Neb. 56, 287 N.W.2d 18 (1979).
162. Id. at 75-76, 287 N.W.2d at 29.
163. Id. The meaning of this rationale was not explained.
164. Id. at 76, 287 N.W.2d at 29.
165. NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2521.03 (Reissue 1979). See note 159 supra. It will be

suggested, however, that a literal application of L.B. 711 is not necessarily unconsti-
tutional, but very likely impossible. See notes 209-10 and accompanying text infra.

166. Rendering its decision on December 18, 1979, the Williams court had
analyzed first degree murder convictions through November 1, 1979. 205 Neb. at 77,
287 N.W.2d at 30.

167. Id. at 77-78, 287 N.W.2d at 30-31.
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convictions 168 for one of the three types of criminal homicide cov-
ered by L.B. 711169 had occurred, at least eighty-seven of which
were convictions for first or second degree murder.170 The result of
the Williams decision limiting comparative review to first degree
murder convictions is that the factual circumstances of at least
fifty-one convictions for second degree murder (with an unknown
number of this group warranting first degree charges but subject to
plea bargaining) are not considered by the supreme court when
assessing the uniformity of the death sentence being reviewed. 171

The Nebraska Supreme Court's limited interpretation and ap-
plication of L.B. 711 in Williams fails to consider the entire popula-
tion of cases intended by L.B. 711. As a result, the death sentences
reviewed and affirmed during the survey period 172 present serious

168. Nebraska Department of Corrections Roster. Inmates convicted of murder
in the first or second degree or manslaughter and incarcerated in the Nebraska Cor-
rectional System as of April 30, 1979. This roster lists the defendant's name, the
county in which the conviction was entered, the offense upon which the sentence
was based, the sentencing date, the sentence, and the race of the defendant. Con-
victions entered prior to April 20, 1973, were omitted since sentences prior to that
date are not included in the review as intended by LB. 711. See NEB. REV. STAT.
§ 29-2521.02 (Reissue 1979).

169. NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2521.02 (Reissue 1979) requires review of all criminal
homicides committed on or after April 20, 1973.

170. See note 168 supra.
171. Numerical totals are inconsistent with Williams since at least four first de-

gree murder convictions were apparently omitted in the compilation appearing in
that decision at 205 Neb. at 77-78, 287 N.W.2d at 39-31. The Williams court purported
to include in the group of cases providing the base for LB. 711 review convictions
for first degree murder which were pending on appeal before that court as of No-
vember 1, 1979. 205 Neb. at 78, 287 N.W.2d at 31. Both State v. Payne, 205 Neb. 522,
289 N.W.2d 173 (1980) and State v. Robbins, 205 Neb. 226, 287 N.W.2d 55 (1980) in-
volved appeals of first degree murder convictions pending as of November 1, 1979,
yet both were omitted from the group of cases for LB. 711 review announced in
Williams at 205 Neb. at 77-78, 287 N.W.2d at 30-31. The cases of State v. Beers, 201
Neb. 714, 271 N.W.2d 842 (1978) and State v. McDonald, 195 Neb. 625, 240 N.W.2d 8
(1976) both involved convictions for first degree murder where the homicides were
committed after April 20, 1973, yet neither case was included in the Williams compi-
lation of cases for LB. 711 review. State v. Williams, 205 Neb. at 77-78, 287 N.W.2d at
30-31.

It will be demonstrated, however, that practical difficulties render the applica-
tion of L.B. 711 to these fifty-one second degree murder convictions impossible.
Retroactive inquiry into the aggravating and mitigating circumstances of these
cases is not possible as such evidentiary findings were neither made nor preserved
in most of these cases. See notes 209-10 and accompanying text infra.

172. State v. Harper, 208 Neb. 568, 304 N.W.2d 663 (1981); State v. Rust, 208 Neb.
320, 303 N.W.2d 490 (1981); State v. Anderson and State v. Hochstein, 207 N.W.2d 51,
296 N.W.2d 440 (1980).

As discussed in note 3 supra, Rust was before the Nebraska Supreme Court on
appeal from the denial of his petition for post conviction relief pursuant to NEB.
REV. STAT. §§ 29-3001 to -3004 (Reissue 1979). Rust alleged as error the failure of the
lower court to properly apply LB. 711. Id. at 321, 303 N.W.2d at 492. The supreme
court held that since Rust's original conviction and direct appeal (see State v. Rust,
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questions under Nebraska law and the United States and Ne-
braska 173 Constitutions. These defendants all challenged this in-
terpretation of L.B. 711 during the survey period, 7 4 yet the
supreme court refused to alter its decision in Williams.175

BACKGROUND

The Constitution has been interpreted to require a legally de-
fined and justifiable basis for distinguishing the few cases in which
the death penalty is imposed from the numerous cases in which,
although statutorily available, 176 it is not imposed. 177 When a con-
victed defendant is sentenced to death, and that sentence is dis-
proportionately severe when compared to the sentences of other
similarly situated defendants, 178 the death sentence as applied to
that individual is unconstitutional. 179

When state statutory procedures adequately protect against
the arbitrary or disproportionate infliction of capital punishment,
the death penalty may be constitutionally imposed. 80 A critical
safeguard against such unconstitutional inflictions of the death
penalty is mandatory and rigorous appellate review of every death
sentence.181 This review provides two essential restraints upon ca-

197 Neb. 528, 250 N.W.2d 867 (1977)) became final prior to the adoption of L.B. 711,
the provisions of that act were not applicable. 208 Neb. at 322-23, 303 N.W.2d at 493.
Chief Justice Krivosha, dissenting as to the affirmation of Rust's death sentence,
believed that L.B. 711 simply codified the pre-existing constitutional requirements
of Furman. Id. at 327, 303 N.W.2d at 495 (Krivosha, C.J., dissenting in part). While
Rust did not involve a substantive interpretation of L.B. 711, it is nevertheless in-
cluded as a further example of the supreme court's actions during the survey period
in this difficult area.

173. NEB. CONST. art. I, § 9, prohibits the infliction of cruel and unusual punish-
ment. See notes 203 and 212 infra.

174. State v. Harper, 208 Neb. at 576, 304 N.W.2d at 668; State v. Rust, 208 Neb. at
322-23, 303 N.W.2d 493; Brief for Appellant [AndersonI at 85-91, State v. Anderson,
207 Neb. 51, 296 N.W.2d 440 (1980); Reply Brief for Appellant [Anderson] at 15-21,
State v. Anderson, 207 Neb. 51, 296 N.W.2d 440 (1980).

175. See State v. Harper, 208 Neb. at 576, 304 N.W.2d at 668. This case (decided
April 17, 1981, the most recent death sentence reviewed by the supreme court as
this article is written) produced the first well-reasoned dissent concerning the ex-
clusion of plea bargaining homicide convictions from the comparison review popu-
lation under L.B. 711. Id. at 583-88, 304 N.W.2d at 671-73 (Krivosha, C.J., dissenting
in part). See notes 205-06 and accompanying text infra.

176. See note 155 supra.
177. Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. at 313.
178. See note 150 supra for factors relevant to the consideration of similar

circumstances.
179. Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. at 309-10. See also NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2521.03

(Reissue 1979).
180. Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 207 (1976); Proffltt v. Florida, 428 U.S. 242, 247

(1976).
181. Dobbert v. Florida, 432 U.S. 282, 295 (1977); Jurek v. Texas, 428 U.S. 262, 269-

70, 276 (1976); Proffltt v. Florida, 428 U.S. at 258; Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. at 198, 206.
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pricious capital sentences: (1) the appellate court must insist that
the sentencing body8 2 follow the statutory procedures required
for a capital sentence; 183 and (2) the appellate court must then
compare this sentence with all cases and sentences involving simi-
lar circumstances 184 and ascertain if the sentence under review is
disproportionately harsh. 185

In order to guard against such a disproportionate imposition of
the death sentence, the appellate court must examine a group of
prior homicide cases within the state and detect patterns of sen-
tencing in cases with similar facts. In order to detect such pat-
terns, the group of prior cases examined must be as broad as
possible. Such groups, in the abstract, can be comprised of three
categories of cases: (1) only those cases in which the death pen-
alty was actually imposed; (2) those cases in which a conviction for
first degree murder was obtained; or (3) those cases in which a
first degree murder charge was originally ffled 18 6 or for which there
was prima facie support, 87 regardless of the charge upon which

See Dix, Appellate Review of the Decision to Impose Death, 68 GEo. L. J. 97, 97
(1979) [hereinafter cited as Appellate Review ].

Generally, appellate review of a sentence imposed upon a criminal conviction is
not a matter of constitutional right. See Ross v. Moffitt, 417 U.S. 600, 606 (1974);
McKane v. Durston, 153 U.S. 684, 687 (1894). On review of noncapital convictions,
the Nebraska Supreme Court will not disturb the sentence in the absence of an
abuse of discretion by the trial court. State v. Wredt, 208 Neb. 184, 197, 302 N.W.2d
701, 703 (1981) (a case in which the defendant, originally charged with first degree
murder, pled guilty to an amended charge of second degree murder). Yet the
mandatory appellate review of every death sentence entails entirely different stan-
dards than those involved in noncapital cases, with the legislature requiring a re-
duction in sentence upon a finding that a death sentence is disproportionate. See
NEB. REV. STAT. §§ 29-2521.01 to -2521.04 (Reissue 1979).

While the United States Supreme Court has never held that appellate review of
death sentences is constitutionally required, the death penalty statutes of two
states have been struck down where infirmities included the absence of "meaning-
ful appellate review." Roberts v. Louisiana, 428 U.S. 325, 335 (1976); Woodson v.
North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280, 303 (1976).

182. Under Nebraska law, only the trial judge or a three judge panel determines
the sentence in a capital case. NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2520 (Reissue 1979). Accord,
FLA. STAT. ANN. § 921.141(3) (West Supp. 1981). Georgia and Texas, however, allow
sentencing authority to be delegated to the jury: GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2534.1(b), (c)
(1978); TExAs CODE CmM. PRoC. ANN art. 37.071 (Vernon 1981).

183. The appellate court is to ensure that the sentencing body properly deter-
mined and applied the aggravating and mitigating circumstances. Gregg v. Georgia,
428 U.S. at 198.

184. See note 150 supra.
185. Note, Discretion and the Constitutionality of the New Death Penalty Stat-

utes, 87 HARv. L. REV. 1690, 1702 (1974) [hereinafter cited as The New Death Penalty
Statutes]. See also NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2521.01(3) (Reissue 1979).

186. If such a charge was originally filed, it must be noted on the county attor-
ney report filed pursuant to L.B. 711. See note 160 supra.

187. Under Nebraska law, the only substantive distinction between first degree
and second degree murder is the absence in the latter of premeditation or the oc-
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the conviction ultimately rested. But Nebraska is the only state
which provides guidelines as to which of these categories of cases
is to be used in comparative appellate review. 188

If the appellate court limits comparison of a death sentence on
review only to other cases in which the death sentence was actu-
ally imposed, such a comparison is incomplete; cases factually
similar yet not resulting in a death sentence will not be considered.
By comparing the circumstances of a case involving a death sen-
tence only with other death penalty cases, only the similar combi-
nations of aggravating and mitigating circumstances which have
resulted in a death sentence will emerge. This method fails to de-
termine if such death sentences are aberrations, since the possibil-
ity that those same combinations frequently result in lesser
sentences in other cases will not be detected.

Consideration of these non-death sentence cases is the very
purpose of appellate review. The Gregg and Furman decisions re-
quire "a meaningful basis for distinguishing the few cases in which
[the death penalty] is imposed from the many cases in which it is

currence of the victim's death during the commission or attempted commission of
one of the enumerated felonies in the first degree murder statute. NEB. REV. STAT.
§ 28-203 to -304 (Reissue 1979).

After a trial court enters a conviction for first degree murder, an evidentiary
hearing for sentencing purposes is conducted pursuant to NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2522
(Reissue 1979). Such a hearing determines the factual circumstances of the offense
and the presence of any aggravating or mitigating circumstances. See State v. An-
derson, Docket 99, Number 394, District Court of Douglas County, Nebraska: Order
of Sentencing dated August 24, 1978. As discussed in the summary to this article,
the supreme court could require all trial courts, pursuant to NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-
2521.04 (Reissue 1979) (authorizing the supreme court to require all necessary
records from the district courts for the implementation of LB. 711), to conduct such
hearings whenever sentence is imposed for any criminal homicide. Such recorded
findings could then enable the supreme court to determine if the factual circum-
stances of the homicide demonstrated premeditation or the commission of one of
the felonies listed in § 28-303. See generally State v. Harper, 208 Neb. at 583-86, 304
N.W.2d at 671-73 (Krivosha, C.J., dissenting in part) for examples where the facts of
the cases reviewed demonstrated that a charge of first degree murder, as originally
fied, was supported by facts. See also note 217 infra for suggested additions in
such evidentiary findings.

188. See Appellate Review, supra note 181, at 160.
L.B. 711 specifically states that the Nebraska Supreme Court is to review all

criminal homicides, regardless of the charges filed or sentence imposed. See notes
158-59 supra. Cf. GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2537(c) (3) (1978) (which states that the Geor-
gia Supreme Court is to review "similar cases," without defining what group of
cases are proper for consideration). The Florida death penalty statute simply pro-
vides for automatic appellate review. FLA. STAT. ANN. § 921.141(4) (West Supp.
1981). State v. Dixon, 283 So. 2d 1, 10 (Fla. 1973) held that the Florida Supreme
Court was to undertake comparative review, but the cases to be included were not
defined. See also Baldus, et al, Identifying Comparitively Excessive Sentences of
Death, 33 STAN. L REV. 1, 22 n.70 (1980) [hereinafter cited as Excessive Sentences of
Death ].
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not."' 89 Without a review of the many cases in which the death
penalty is not imposed, there is nothing from which to distinguish
the death sentence being reviewed.

When all convictions for first degree murder are considered for
comparison purposes,190 the reviewing court may then determine
if the same combination of aggravating and mitigating circum-
stances present in the death sentence on appeal resulted in a sen-
tence of life imprisonment' 91 in a substantial number of other
cases prosecuted as first degree murder.192 If such dissimilarity is
detected, the death sentence may be disproportionate to the of-
fense and could be reduced. 193 Comparative review which in-
cludes this group of cases guards against disproportionate death
sentences due to aberrations by the sentencing body.

But such a process fails to detect the possibility of dispropor-
tionate death sentences resulting from inconsistent charges by the
prosecutor for similar acts,194 since the prosecutor has unbridled
discretion in determining if a first degree charge will be prose-
cuted. 95 Therefore, if the appellate court considers all cases in

189. Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. at 198, citing Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. at 313
(White, J., concurring).

190. This is the group of cases currently considered by the Nebraska Supreme
Court. See note 164 and accompanying text supra. Contra, L.B. 711, cited in notes
158-59 supra.

191. Upon a conviction for first degree murder, life imprisonment is the only
alternative to the death sentence. NEB. REV. STAT. §§ 28-303, 28-105(1) (Reissue
1979).

192. This assumes that a recorded evidentiary hearing with findings (usually
contained in the Order of Sentence, see note 187 supra) as to aggravating and miti-
gating factors occurs upon every conviction for first degree murder. Under NEB.
REV. STAT. § 29-2522 (Reissue 1979), such a written finding is required only where
the death penalty is actually imposed. Theoretically, in order for appellate review
of death sentences to function as intended by the legislature, written findings
would also seem to be required in every case in which a guilty plea to second de-
gree murder or manslaughter was entered where the trial court finds that the facts
(accepted as true via the guilty plea) could warrant a first degree murder charge.

193. See note 160 and accompanying text supra. But see note 218 and accompa-
nying text infra.

194. See The New Death Penalty Statutes, supra note 185, at 1712-14:
But eliminating sentencing discretion will not necessarily remove all arbi-
trariness from the decision as to who shall die, so long as unbridled discre-
tion exists in other stages of the criminal process. Discretion exercised by
prosecuting authorities in deciding who shall be prosecuted for what
charge. . . plainly help(s] to determine who ultimately shall be executed.

Id. at 1712. See also Brief for the NA.A.C.P. as Amicus Curiae, No. 74-6257, at 42,
Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976).

195. Bordenkircher v. Hayes, 434 U.S. 357, 364 (1978); State v. White, 209 Neb.
218, 228, 306 N.W.2d 906, 913 (1981). It has been suggested that the high cost of a
capital trial and the risk of an acquittal notwithstanding the evidence (due to jury
disapproval of a possible death sentence) render capital cases (at least the less
publicized ones) especially prone to plea bargaining. Alschuler, The Prosecutor's
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which a first degree murder charge was warranted, then the most
accurate determination of the normal disposition of any given com-
bination of aggravating and mitigating and similar circumstances
may be obtained. By assessing the range of dispositions in all
cases warranting a first degree murder charge, the appellate court
can best detect a disproportionate death sentence due to inconsis-
tencies in either the sentencing or the charging decision. This ad-
ditional check upon disproportionate charging decisions is
necessary, since eliminating aberrations in sentencing alone can-
not ensure that the subgroup of those ultimately sentenced to
death are legitimately distinguishable from the larger group of de-
fendants who, although subject to a charge of first degree murder,
were given an opportunity to plea bargain for their lives. 196

ANALYSIS

In State v. Williams,197 the Nebraska Supreme Court deter-
mined that the group of cases reviewed and compared will be lim-
ited to first degree murder convictions.' 98 The supreme court held
that a literal application of L.B. 711 would violate the separation of
powers doctrine if that court were to review discretionary
prosecutorial charging decisions, a function of the executive
branch. 199

The prosecutor does have the unreviewable discretion to de-
cide what cases will and will not be prosecuted as first degree mur-
der.200 But if a death sentence is imposed upon a defendant
prosecuted for first degree murder when that defendant's case is
not distinguishable from similarly situated defendants who were
offered a noncapital homicide charge in return for a guilty plea, the
court would arguably have the authority-not to reverse the con-
viction-but to reduce the unique sentence 20' of death. In the ab-

Role in Plea Bargaining, 36 U. CHI. L. RE V. 50, 55 (1968); The New Death Penalty
Statutes, supra note 185, at 1714.

196. The New Dealth Penalty Statutes, supra note 185, at 1713-14. The Georgia
Supreme Court, in the absence of statutory guidance, has struggled with this issue.
In Ross v. State, 233 Ga. 356, 211 S.E.2d 359 (1974) the court held that it was not
foreclosed from examining cases in which a first degree murder charge was reduced
in return for a guilty plea. But when a subsequent defendant attempted to raise
examples of such cases, the court held that these cases could not be considered.
Moore v. State, 233 Ga. 861, -, 213 S.E.2d 829, 832 (1975).

197. 205 Neb. 56, 287 N.W.2d 18 (1979).
198. 205 Neb. at 76, 287 N.W.2d at 29.
199. Id. at 75-76, 287 N.W.2d at 29.
200. See note 195 and accompanying text supra.
201. See Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. at 305, stating that the unique na-

ture of the death penalty calls for special scrutiny as to the propriety of that
sentence.
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sence of invidious discrimination, a person who violates a penal
law has no standing to challenge his conviction simply because
others who violate that same law are not prosecuted. 20 2 But L.B.
711 provides for reduction of a sentence by an appellate court, not a
reversal of the conviction. The unique nature of the death penalty
and its relationship with the eighth amendment, and the provi-
sions of L.B. 711,203 provide sufficient authority for the judicial re-
duction of a disproportionate death sentence. It would seem that
such a reduction of a capital sentence would not unconstitutionally
infringe upon the prosecutor's discretion. Chief Justice Krivosha,
dissenting in part in State v. Harper,20 4 stated:

While I do not for a moment question the right of the pros-
ecutor to elect the charge to be filed, nor do I for a moment
urge any change in that process, I likewise cannot ignore
its existence in attempting to rationally analyze whether
the death penalty can be imposed in anything other than
an arbitrary manner except in very rare instances. 20 5

Arguing that cases in which the the prosecutor has reduced a first
degree murder charge in return for a guilty plea should be in-
cluded in the cases for comparative review, the Chief Justice
continued:

Concluding, as we have, that all persons who have been
ordered executed are treated alike does not address the
issue. Discrimination is determined by examining the en-
tire class and not just those who are discriminated against.
The class is persons who have unlawfully killed and not
persons sentenced to death. That is what [L.B. 711]
seek s] to address. 20 6

The Supreme Court in Gregg v. Georgia stated that the exist-
ence of prosecutorial discretion by itself did not render the death
penalty unconstitutional.20 7 However, that plurality statement
should not be construed to mean that an individual death sentence
is constitutional when such a sentence is demonstratively dispro-
portionate to the sentences imposed upon similarly situated de-

202. Oyler v. Boles, 368 U.S. 448, 456 (1962); State v. Jourdain, 225 La. 1030, -, 74
So. 2d 203, 204-05 (1954). See United States v. Falk, 479 F.2d 616, 619 (7th Cir. 1973).

203. The definition of cruel and unusual punishment under the eighth amend-
ment is to be determined from "the evolving standards of decency that mark the
progress of a maturing society." Roberts v. Louisiana, 428 U.S. at 336, citing Trop v.
Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 101 (1958). Arguably, such standards under NEB. CONST. art. 1,
§ 9 have been announced in LB. 711.

204. 208 Neb. 568, 304 N.W.2d 663 (1981).
205. Id. at 583, 304 N.W.2d at 671 (Krivosha, C.J., dissenting in part).
206. Id. at 587-88, 304 N.W.2d at 673 (Krivosha, C.J., dissenting in part).
207. 428 U.S. at 199. (Stewart, Powell and Stevens, JJ., plurality opinion).
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fendants due to the inconsistent exercise of prosecutorial
discretion.

A possible rationale for the Williams interpretation of L.B. 711
is that the terms of the statute simply could not be fulfilled. An
assessment of the aggravating and mitigating circumstances of
every criminal homicide committed in Nebraska since April 20,
1973, is more than a staggering task - it is impossible. Except for
the six death sentences pending at the time of the Williams deci-
sion, 20 8 most of the previous homicide cases did not contain any
evidentiary finding as to aggravating and mitigating circumstances.
To reconstruct their factual circumstances is not possible since no
records of such details were made.20 9 Conceivably, an adversary
hearing would be required in order for the state and each previous
defendant to introduce evidence as to each aggravating and miti-
gating factor; and even if the incredible burden of holding such
hearings were undertaken, much of the evidence has likely dissi-
pated. Another alternative is reliance upon information such as
police reports and out-of-court statements, but such a procedure
presents serious evidentiary problems.

Currently, an evidentiary finding as to aggravating and miti-
gating circumstances is only statutorily required when the death
sentence is actually imposed;2 10 thus, even if the court desired to
comply fully with L.B. 711, the raw data required for such exten-
sive comparative analysis and review simply does not exist. If
prosecutorial charging discrepancies actually exist, rendering the
imposition of the death penalty partially dependent upon the loca-
tion within the state of the crime and the prosecution, the statisti-
cal data for detecting such discrepancies does not exist. By
interpreting L.B. 711 in a manner that disregards the legislative in-
tent, but provides some degree of comparative appellate review,
the court has placed the future of Nebraska's death penalty back
into the hands of the legislature.

SUMMARY

The clearly expressed will of the Nebraska legislature was cir-
cumvented by the supreme court's interpretation of L.B. 711 in Wil-
liams. Whether such a result was justified due to the impossibility
of full compliance with the statute is disputable. 21 ' Had the court

208. See note 167 and accompanying text supra.
209. See Brief for Appellant at 88-90, Affidavit B at 4, State v. Anderson, 207 Neb.

51, 296 N.W.2d 440 (1980); Brief for Appellant at 49-50, State v. Otey, 205 Neb. 90, 287
N.W.2d 36 (1979).

210. NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2522 (Reissue 1979).
211. Chief Justice Krivosha, dissenting in State v. Williams, 205 Neb. at 89, 287
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in Williams struck down L.B. 711 as unworkable, it is unknown if
the remainder of Nebraska's death penalty statute would be
constitutional.

212

The legislature should realize that the retroactive data collec-
tion required by L.B. 711 is impossible.213 Prospective application
of the statute's intended judicial review upon the exercise of
prosecutorial discretion in capital cases (assuming that such pro-
cedure is constitutional) 214 will require a statutory provision215

that a formal finding as to the aggravating and mitigating circum-
stances in every type of homicide case be recorded and forwarded
to the supreme court. The supreme court could then compile such
data, in combination with the county attorney report currently re-
quired, 216 and eventually determine what the normal charge and
ultimate sentence is for any given combination of circum-
stances. 21 7 A provision allowing defense counsel access to such

N.W.2d at 35, stated: "If, in fact, the passage of LB. 711, Laws 1978, has made the
imposition of the death penalty difficult, if not impossible, then it is for the Legisla-
ture to reconsider its action."

212. It can be argued that the people of Nebraska, in insisting that prosecutorial
discretion may not influence the imposition of the death penalty, have established
that standard of decency which marks the boundaries of cruel and unusual punish-
ment. See note 203 supra. If, after such a pronouncement by the sovereign, L.B. 711
is excised from the Nebraska death penalty statute, the remainder of that law be-
comes constitutionally suspect under both NEB. CONST. art. 1, § 9 (prohibiting cruel
and unusual punishment) and the eighth amendment.

213. See note 209 and accompanying text supra.
214. See notes 199-07 and accompanying text supra.
215. Arguably, under NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2521.04 (Reissue 1979), which re-

quires every district court to provide all records required by the supreme court in
order to fulfill the requirement of LB. 711, the supreme court could order factual
findings as to aggravating and mitigating circumstances in all criminal homicide
cases. This would obviate the need for legislative action.

216. This report will enable the supreme court to be aware of all plea bargained
criminal homicides. See note 160 and accompanying text supra requiring the
county attorney to state the original charge filed, any reduction in charges, and
whether such a reduction was the consequence of plea negotiations.

217. In addition to the statutory list of aggravating and mitigating circum-
stances, additional insight into the nature of every case and assessment of normal
disposition thereof could be achieved if the following factors were included in the
trial court's findings: (1) the number of victims; (2) motive of homicide (sex, re-
venge, etc.); (3) other persons wounded by the defendant; (4) alcohol or drug con-
sumption at time of offense; (5) premeditation (more than five minutes);
(6) whether the defendant was unemployed at time of offense; (7) whether the de-
fendant resisted arrest. See Excessive Sentences of Death, supra note 188, at 23-25.
Moreover, the following factors considered in the Georgia capital sentencing
scheme are also probative for comparative purposes: (1) the I.Q. of the defendant;
(2) the results of any psychiatric test or examinations of the defendant; (3) the
defendant's relationship with the victim(s); (4) whether the victim was held hos-
tage; (5) whether race appeared to be an issue in the case. See Brief of Respondent
No. 74-6257, Appendix B, Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976) (factors included
within trial court report in capital cases).
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data should also be considered if the adversary system is intended
to operate during this appellate review.

Such a procedure will not necessarily result in mechanical
sentencing in capital cases. The legislature could allow the
supreme court to approve a death sentence where, although simi-
lar cases resulted in life imprisonment, the similar circumstances
are distinguishable due to their presence in varying degree. 218

The legislature, while electing to retain the death penalty, has
declared that unreviewable prosecutorial discretion may not deter-
mine which defendants will be subjected to the death penalty. The
procedural apparatus of L.B. 711, designed to detect and to provide
a check upon disproportionate death sentences, cannot work as in-
tended by the legislature. If the legislature continues to insist that
such prosecutorial discretion may not influence the imposition of
the death penalty, then serious reconsideration of the existing
statute is required.

Michael A. O'Quinn-'83

218. The New Death Penalty Statues, supra note 185 at 1706-07 n.114.
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